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1. Design and Performance of an Automatic 
Gamma-Ray Point-Source Calibrator 

Recently , in res ponse to a need for s tandards for 
work ers in the fi eld of gamma-ray spec trom e try , a 
gamma-ray "kit" for point-source radioac tivity s tand
ards has been de veloped [Hu tc hin son , 19601. These 
sources are pre pared from solution s' whic h are standard
ized e ithe r by coi ncidence counting or , as in the case 
of cesium-barium-137, by measure m,e nts usin g the NBS 
calibrated 477-y-ionization c hamber.' 

The sources are pre pared by de positing either 0.05 
or 0.1 ml of the calibrated radioac tive solution onto 
mounts consisting of a 0.006-ce ntimeter-thick poly
ester tape which is supported by an aluminum annulus 
(3.8 c m I.D., and 5.4 cm O.D.) , as shown in figure 1. 
As it is de sirable for all of these sources to be nominally 
the same strength and the same size, the solution is 
dispen sed with an ultramicroburet [NBS eire . 594, 
Mann and Seliger, 1958]. After drying, the sources 
are covered with another layer of the same kind of 
polyester tape . The sources are the n intercom pared 
with seve ral accurately standardized sources , for the 
purpose of individual calibration. 

For sev eral years these calibrations were performed 
manually; that is, the sources we re placed , one at a 
time, in a jig whic h was he ld in a fix ed pos ition relative 
to a sc intillation counter, and the count rates were 
intercom pared. As part of the program to increase 
the acc urac y of the standards, it was decid ed to design 
and construct an automatic sample change r with the 
goal of attainin g source i·ntercomparisons with a pre
cision of the order of 0.1 percent. 
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POINT SOURCE 

rt GUHE.I . Soltrce m.o ltnt . 

The change r is a round turn-table of 1/4-in.-thick 
a luminum alloy having a diameter of 24 in. , with so urce 
positions spaced at 18° intervals on the circumference 
of a c ircle 20 in. in diamete r (fig. 2). These positions 
have l-in.-diameter holes in which rigid plastic sample 
carriers rest. The gamma-ray poin t sources are held 
firmly in place on top of the carriers by the pressure of 
phosphor-bronze springs. There are 20 indexing holes 
equally spaced around the table as shown in figure 2, 
the center of each one radially in line with the cen ter of 
a sample carrier and the center of the table, and 3/8-in. 
in from the edge of the table. These holes, in con 
junction with a solenoid-plunger pin , are used for 
positioning the sources above the detector. 

A shaft which is affixed to the unders id e center of 
the table , rests on a steel ball bearin g whi ch li es in a 
conical depression inside a supporting c ylinder. 



FIGURE 2. Sample changer. 

The table is rotated by a 1/100-HP motor and two 
gears, one of which is fixed on the motor shaft, and 
coupled to the other gear which is mounted on a con
centric spring-loaded friction clutch on the table shaft. 

The motor is turned on and off by a miniature switch 
(51), which is actuated by the plunger of a solenoid, 
in the following manner: 

At the conclusion of a measurement, while the data 
are being printed out onto a paper tape, a relay, KI 
(fig. 3) in the recording system is held closed. Capaci
tor C, which had been charged up during the measure
ment period now discharges through the coil or relay 
K2 , thereby closing it for about 1.5 sec, thus energizing 
the solenoid_ The solenoid-operated plunger is lifted 
from the indexing hole in the table for this brief period, 
and mechanically closes the miniature switch (5,), 
thereby starting the motor, and the table starts to 
rotate. As it takes about 5 sec for the table to rotate 
18°, relay K2 opens before the next source position is 
reached, the solenoid is de-energized and the plunger 
falls back and rests on the surface of the turn table, 

PLASTIC DISC OF 
CONTROLLED 

THICKNESS 

FIGURE 3. Diagram of motor-control circuit. 

but as this is not far enough to allow switch (5,) to 
open, the motor continues to rotate the table. When 
the next source "arrives" into the counting position, 
the solenoid plunger falls into the indexing hole, thus 
stopping table rotation and opening the motor circuit. 
The purpose of the friction clutch is to allow the motor 
to slow down gradually after the table has stopped. 
The time for the sample changing is about 5.0 sec, 
while the printout takes 20 sec_ Thus all t:hanging 
operations (including the stopping of motor) stop at 
least 10 sec before the next measurement starts. 

Originally, in order to obtain reproducible source
to-detector distance, the table was supported under
neath the plunger pin by a roller bearing, and it was 
assumed that the combination of the spring-loaded 
plunger pin and the slightly loose fit of the table shaft 
would ensure this. However, after several series of 
measurements, it became apparent that sources on 
some positions of the table were yielding consistently 
erroneous values. The final design eliminated the 
effects of any defects in the table which would con
tribute to errors as a function of vertical displacement. 

A lucite block with ramps at each end was affixed to 
the top of the lead shield, and its dimensions are such 
that when a source and carrier come into position, they 
"ride" up the ramp approximately 1.5 mm, so that the 
carrier is actually free of the table insofar as vertical 
positioning is concerned (fig. 4). The plastic sample 
carriers are 0.425-in. thick with a tolerance of ± 0.002 
Ill. Thus, the source-to-detector distance is inde-

SPRING-LOADED PLASTIC BLOCK 

ALUMINUM SOURCE MOUNT RING 

BEVELLED'--r=;f~~~~~-..L~-L~'--,~~~-('~" 
PLATFORM 

(SOLID PLASTIC) 

FI GURE 4. Rallll' delail. 
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pendent of variations in the table thickness, and any 
deviation s of Aatness of the table. The only fun ction 
of the table is to brin g the sources into position above 
the detector , the vertical positioning being determined 
by the phosphor-bronze spring holding the source 
firmly against its carrier and the latter against th e 
ramp. To ge t some idea of the reproducibility re
quired in positioning, it should be pointed out that 
the source is approximately 6 in . from the detector ; 
thus, a change in vertical position of 0.006-in. produces 

. ( 1 percent In the count rate n 0:; d2 ' a change of 0.2 

-2 6.d ) 6.n O:;--- . 
d , 

2. Description of Auxiliary Instrumentation 

The gamma-ray detector consists of a 3-in. by 3-in. 
thallium-activated sodi um iodide crystal, coupled to a 
3-in. electron-multipli er phototube. The associated 
electronics consist of an amplifier, and gain-s tabiliza
tion circuit [DeWaard , 19551, whic h compensates 
for shift in gain in ei ther the phototube, amplifier, or 
high voltage supply (thi s latter bein g part of th e s tabi 
lizer). The detec tor is situated in a lead pig, with 
walls 11/2-in. thick (fig. 5). The aperture at the top of 
the shield was made small to lessen detec tion of 
unscattered gamma radiation from sources adjacent to 
the source bei ng measured but large e nough so that 
when the table rotates, the detec tor ne ver " loses direc t 
sight" of a source. Thus, th e photopeak is always 
"present" for continuous operation of the gain
stabilizing circuit. The output from a single-channel 
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FIG URE 5, Lead pig. showillg ramp ond deterlor asspmbly. 
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analyzer (which is also part of the stab ilizer sys tem) 
whose window is set on the photo peak is fed into a 
commercial automatic scaler-timer-printer system. 
At the end of each source measurement, and after 
the data are printed, the scaler and ti mer are auto
matically reset, and started for the nex t measurement. 

3. Background Considerations 

The activity of these sources is of the order of 5 X 104 

di sintegrations per second, and they are measured 
at a di s tance of about 6 in. from the 3x3-in. detector. 
No correction is made for the cosmic-ray background , 
which is of the order of 0.1 percent (or less), as varia
tions in the background affect the ratios of nearly 
equal so urces negligibly. 

In the case of the 662-keV gamma·ray of barium-
137 m, there is, for example, a rela tive ly large back
ground co ntribution (- 4%) to the photopeak count 
rate aris in g from the detection of unscattered gamma 
rays from the other ]9 sources. If, then, there 
were 19 ident ical sources, and the t went ieth were, 
say, 1 percent hi gh or low, then, the relative ac ti vity 
of this odd one would be in error by 0.04 percent, if, 
as the case is, no background corrections are made. 

4. Performance 

[n order to assess the s tability and reproducibi lity 
of the sys te m, two experiments were performed. 
A ces ium-137 source was put onto one of the sample 
carriers, and over 100 five-minute consecu tive read
ings were taken (with no table rotation), each one con
sis ting of so me 200,000 counts . The di s tribution of 
the res ults fitted the expec ted distribution quite well. 

The seco nd inves tigati on involved the placement of 
20 so urces on the tab le a nd dete rminin g (a) the relative 
gam ma-ray emission rates of these 20 sources, as well 
as the bias , if any, of the 20 positions of the table. 
The stati s ti cal des ign and analyses of these experi
me ntal res ults are given in considerable detail. The 
interest centers not so muc h in thi s particular ap
paratus as in this type of equipment. There is in
creasing use of automatic equipment in the routine 
comparison of specimens. 

5. Statistical Analysis 

Industrial control laboratories and laboratories doing 
clinical tests are turning increasingly to mechanization 
of the routine operations involved in the test procedure . 
Sometimes these operations require the addition of 
reagents, mixing, and the transfer of material. The 
last step consists in bringing the prepared material 
before a testing point where a suitable device eval
uates the color, pH, or other property of the specimen. 
Generally this last stage consists of a device with a 
number of stations which successively prese nt th eir 
specimens to the test point. 



For many tests the equivalence of the various sta
tions is clearly sai;sfactory, provided only that the 
mechanical clearances are adequate. Should the 
position of the specimen, as determined by the station, 
be at all critical it will be necessary to demonstrate 
that the stations are in fact interchangeable. That is, 
the particular station occupied by a specimen should 
not contribute materially to the error in the evaluation 
of the specimen. Satisfactory interchangeability is 
desirable - the alternative being to determine suitable 
corrective factors for the individual stations. 

There are three ways to explore experimentally the 
performance of the individual stations. 

One procedure is to transfer the same specimen to 
every station in turn and record the reading for each 
station. This procedure will run into difficulty if the 
specimen has to be evaluated immediately, e.g., a 
color might fade. If the time spent at each station is 
fairly long, the problem of keeping the evaluating 
apparatus free from drift has also to be considered. 

A second procedure requires the availability of as 
many identical specimens as there are stations, or 
of specimens which are accurately related to each 
other. 

The above two procedures are classical and straight
forward. The third procedure has the interesting 
feature that the stations can be evaluated while evaluat
ing the regular sequence of specimens encountered in 
the work of the laboratory. The major requirement is 
that the specimens be stable. In brief, each specimen 
is evaluated at a limited number of stations, as few as 
three or even two stations. Each station will have 
been occupied by two or three or more different speci
mens. The values recorded will reflect the net result 
of the specimen plus the station characteristic. In 
order to obtain both the specimen values and the 
station corrections, there must be at least as many 
observations as the total of specimens and stations. 
Each observation can be expressed as a function of the 
unknown values for the specimen and station and the 
set of equations can be solved. Usually additional 
observations are made and a least-squares solution 
obtained. The surplus equations afford an estimate of 
the experimental error in the observations. This 
makes it possible to test whether or not the observed 
differences between the stations exceed experimental 
errors and to attach an appropriate error to the values 
calculated for the specimens. 

If a special symmetry is used in the assignment of 
specimens to stations, then improved precision and 
ease in solving the equations results. There are cer
tain advantageous numbers of stations to place on a 
wheel because of the combinatorial properties of 
numbers . A simple case of a wheel with seven sta
tions and seven specimens, A through G, will illustrate 
the principle involved: 

Station Number 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Run No. a A B C D E F G 
Run No. b B C D E F G A 
Run No. c D E F G A B C 
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Thus station 1 is occupied in turn by specimens A, 
B, and D and specimen A occupies stations 1, 7, and 5 
in turn. Inspec tion shows certain relations have 
been achieved. The three stations that are occupied 
by A also encounter the six other members of the com· 
plete set B, D, C, G, E, F, of the other specimens. 
Thus A can always be compared with any other speci· 
men occupying the same station. 

Similarly station I which encounters the specimens 
A, B, and D can, by means of these specimens, be 
directly compared with all the other six stations. 
Specimen A permits station I to be compared with 
5 and 7; specimen B compared station 1 with 2 and 6; 
and specimen D compared station 1 with 3 and 4. 

Suppose we wish to evaluate station I in terms of 
the average performance of all seven stations. Let 
Ala, Blb , etc., represent the observation made on the 
specimen, A, B, C, etc., in the designated stations and 
runs. Consider the three observations on specimen A. 
These vbservations permit the comparison of station 
1 with the average of stations 5 and 7. It is more con
venient to multiply by 2 and write: 

Similarly 

and 

Each equation is free of any specimen contribution. 
What about run effects? The run effects, if present, 
are designated by the letters a, b, and c. Observe 
that the sum of these three equations involves the 
subscripts a, b, and c each twice with a negative sign 
and twice with a positive sign. That is the run effects, 
if any, neatly cancel out, provided that conditions in 
each run are constant. We may, therefore, drop the 
a, b, and c subscripts and treat the differences as 
differences between stations, i.e., 

6 [1]- [2]- [3] - [4]- [5] - [6] - [7] = ~Il 

where the station numbers are given in the brackets. 
We may add to this equation the equation 

[1]-[1]=0 

which simply says that s tation 1 is equal to station 1 
(with no error of measureme nt). 

7 [1]- {(1]+[2J+ .. +[7]}=~1l. 

Dividing by 7 

[1] - mean of all stat ions = ~ 11/7 

or 

[IJ= mean of all stations+ ~1l/7. 



Customarily the " mean of all stations" is a number 
whic h is the average of all 21 observations. Thi s gives 
equal weight to every station , e very specimen and each 
run. The ,:l'S are obtained direc tly from the obser
vation s so that it is a simple matter to calculate a 
valu e for each station. These values are completely 
co mpa ra ble because the specimen and run effects have 
been neatl y removed making use of the special prop
erti es associated with the above triads of le tters. 

An exac tly parallel procedure leads to estimates 
for each of the seven specimens, estimates that are 
correc ted for any station differences . The simple 
sum of th e seven observations for each run contains 
the contributio ns of all specime ns and all s tation s so 
these s ums may be co mpared directl y to de tec t dif
ferences between runs. 

If this procedu re shows the statio ns to be sa ti sfac
torily equivale nt there will be no need to follow any 

parti c ular schedule in assigning speci mens to stati ons 
and no need to mak e any adjustments. If th ere are 
important differences among the sta tions th ere is a 
choice of getting a be tte r wheel or follow ing a suitable 
scheme of specimen placement that win permit adj us t
ment [or station differences . 

Clearly, if there are as many specimens as sta ti ons . 
making two runs leads to a unique solution for the 
differences, but without providing an es timate of' the 
experimental error. In most instances it will be de
sired to hold the number of runs to three or four be· 
cause the specimens have to be moved to new stations 
after each ru·n. Several possible schemes using 3 or 
4 runs are li s ted in table 1. An extensive collec tion 
of designs is available in a Bulletin [Bose, Clatworthy, 
and Shrikhande, 1954]. 

The example with se ven stations just discussed is 
parti cularly s impl e in that any give n s pec imen is 

T ABLE: 1. Examples a/ designs II se./id/or illt ereoll/pari llg positio ll s i ll apparat us 

8 Stations 9 Stat ions 

R5.p. 185 S I{I L p. 143 

A B ( D E F G H A B C D E F G H I 

13 ( D E F G H A E C D B I H ~- G A 

D E F G H A B C F A E G D B ( H 

10 Sta tions 13 Stati ons 

T6. p.23 1 ( I. p. :250 

A B ( D E F G H I A H ( D E F G H I K L M 

H H .J A F ( E D G C D E I; G H K L !VI A B 

E C D G H A H F .J K L M A H C D E F G H 

15 Stat ions 16 Stati ons 

1'28. p. 237 LS 14. p. :245 

A B C D E F G H I .J K L !VI N 0 A 13 C D E F G H J .J K L 1\1 N 0 P 

.J 0 K G F N E L D H A !VI J 13 C 0 P M N K L I .I F G H ( D A 13 C 

0 G L M D K G .J E N A 13 H F L .I " 13 C D A 0 P M N F G 1-1 E 

19 Stations 

S 1.1. p. :2 18 

A 13 C D E F G H I .I K L M N 0 P Q I{ S 

C N A K L F .I Q S 13 M G P H E R 0 D 

13 Q L E R N A G F 1-1 K P 0 D .J S C M 

1:2 Stations 14 Stations 

RI 5.p. 188 R:24. p. 19:2 

A 13 C D E F G H " L A 13 C D E F G H I K L M N 

B ( D E 1,- G H I " L A L M N H 1 J K E F G A 13 C D 

E F G 1-1 I " L A B C D J 1-: L M N H C D E F G A B 

G 1-1 .J K L A H C D E F .I K L !VI N H 13 C D E F G A 

Page num bers and des ign id e ntificat ion refer to: Bose. R. c.. (Iatworthy. W. H .. and Shrikh ande. S. S .. Tables of Partially Balanced 
Des ign s with Two Associate Classes . North Caro lina Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin No. 107 (1954). 
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paired just once with all the other specimens. By 
"paired" is meant "meets on the same station." 
This it not true for all the other designs listed in table 
1. The arithmetical procedure for computing the esti
mates for specimens and stations for these designs 
is given in the above mentioned Bulletin. Above 
each design in table 1 is given the identification num
ber and page reference where the design is listed in 
the Bulletin. 

Certain of the designs show a simple cyclic displace
ment of the specimens for the successive runs. The 
order of the columns (stations) in the designs may be 
randomized and the rows run in any order without 
changing the properties of the design. 

The apparatus described in this paper uses a wheel 
with 20 stations. We might use the design for 19 
stations and leave one station on the wheel unfilled. 
An alternative was chosen by using a design for 10 
stations and using this design twice. In effect this 
means two separate and independent sets of data and 
it was necessary to achieve some way to tie together 
all 20 stations, which was accomplished by interlacing 
the stations. First a pair from one design, then a pair 
from the second design and so on. This spread the 
two designs evenly over the whole wheel. The as
sumption was made that the 10 stations assigned to one 
design would have very closely the same average as the 
10 station~ assigned to the other design. When 
each station is rated as a ratio to the average for the 
set to which it belongs, the 20 ratios would fairly 
reAect the differences among all the stations. 

A wheel with 25 stations could be filled with designs 
for 10 and 15 stations. By combining designs a wheel 
of any given number of stations may be accommodated. 

The general availability of computers will probably 
mean that the matrix of equations will be solved with 
their help. The particular merit of these designs is 
that the solution can be obtained by inspection; thus 
consider the design for 10 stations given below: 

1 

A 

B 

E 

2 3 

B C 

H J 

C D 

Station Number 

4 5 

D E 

6 

F 

A F C 

G H A 

7 8 

G H 

E I 

I .J 

9 

I 

D 

B 

10 

G 

F 

The assignment of the specimens to stations makes 
it possible to intercom pare the specimens without 
introducing the differences between stations should 
these be present. Consider specimen A which 
appears in stations 1, 4, and 6 along with specimens 
B, E: D, G: F , C. Direct compari sons of A with these 
six specimens (two at a time) is therefore possible 
staying within a station. Three other specimens, 
H, I, and J never share a station with specimen A. 
The object is to effect comparisons of A with H, I, 
and J without introducing station differences. We 
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observe that stations 2 and 5 permit the comparison 
of H with B, C: E and F. Similarly stations 7 and 9 
are used to compare I with B, D; E and G. Finally 
stations 3 and 10 provide the comparison for 1 with C, 
D; F and G. We may combine these three sets of 
comparisons and obtain the result that H, I, and 
1 as a group may be contrasted with B, C, D, E, F, and 
G as a group. 

It was shown above that stations 1,4, and 6 provided 
the station-free comparison of A with B, C, D, E, F, 
and G as a group. We also have just obtained the 
station-free contrast of B, C, D, E, F, and G as a group 
with the group H, I, and 1. 

Therefore A can be compared with H, I, and 1 
using the group, B, C, D, E, F, G, as an intermediary. 
Evidently A may be compared with all other specimens 
using only comparisons made within stations. 

We have, therefore, the following comparisons: 

and 

2A-B-E 

2A-D-G 

2A-C- F 

B+C-2H 

E+F-2H 

G+E-2I 

B+D-21 

C+D-21 

F+G-21 

Note that by multiplying the first three comparisons 
by 6 and then summing them with the last six com
parisons, we have as a result 

36A -4(B+C + D+ E+F+G+ H +1 +1). 

Adding and subtracting 4A gives 

40A -4 (total of all sources). 

Dividing by 40 gives A-(average of all 10 sources) in 
terms of the differences. These operations are shown, 
for both sources and stations using actual counts, 
in tables 3 and 4. 

Imagine for a moment a perfect wheel, all stations 
identical, also identical specimens, and identical 
runs. The 30 observations would then be identical 
except for experimental error. In an actual experi
ment each observation may be regarded as undergoing 
three displacements. The specimen, the station, 
and the run all combine to effect a net displacement. 



The preceding paragraph indi cates how to obtain the 
displacement contributed by specimen A. Us in g 
these predicted quantities, i. e., the least square esti
mates, a matc hing se t of predicted expec ted values 
can be obtained for comparison with the actual 
obse rvations. In fact, the sum of the squares of the 
30 discrepancies between observed and predicted 
values is a measure of the experimental error. 

The sum of the squares of the deviations must be 
divided by (30- 1-9-9- 2) or 9 to obtain the mean square 
error. The deductions from 30 refer to the mean, 
the nine independent specimen constants, the nine 
independent station constants and two independent 
run constants. The standard deviation of a s ingle 
observation is obtained by taking the square root of 
the mean square error. 

I n the present experiment a wheel with 20 s tations 
was being used to intercompare sources used as radio
activity standards. The re is no su it able standard de· 
sign for 20 stations with a limit ed number or inter
changes for the sources. Conseq ue ntly the design for 
10 items with three interc hanges was used twice. The 
20 stations we re interlaced by assigning stations 1,2, 
5, 6 , 9, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18 to one design and the remain
ing 10 stations to th e other design. This assumes that 
the averages for the two sets of 10 stations will each 
be representative of the wheel as a whole. T his 
assumption can be verified when the data become 
available. All 20 stations can be put on a comparable 
footing by expressing each sta ti on as a percent uf the 
average for the group of 10 to which it be longs; this 
assumes that the averages of the two groups of 10 
stations are the sa me. 

TABLE 2. Counts millllS aile lIIi/lioll for ('lIeh of the three statiolls 
occllpied by each SOllrn' 

Stalion 
IlUm l ft'r 

9 
10 
1:1 
14 
17 
18 

Tolal ~'xp't I 

:l 
4 
7 
8 

II 
12 
15 
16 
19 
20 

Total t'X P " '2 

Hun I 

~4'\lrn' Count n 

" Il~,,8 

I. 506,,4 
0 4nl l 
P 17720 
A 40622 
Il 16471 
E 414:12 
r 1905 1 
Q 16856 
Il 4153S 

409610 

M .18417 
N lSnl 
T 36910 
U 4.'\440 
C 3877:3 
D 37316 
G 357:\:1 
H 17663 
I ,,,491 
.I 17916 

:1769:\0 

;, Adm.! ("tHln i S dimini"hed by one million. 

Hun II Hun III 

Sour\"{' COIlIlI" Slltlrc~' COUllt ll 

Il :l.SEl 0 42911 
R IO:17.S I-: 42384 
A :17296 I. 49092 

" '1-1~80 I-' 39822 
Q :15730 " 43096 
F 10,,06 Il 41525 
P 1062:1 A 39876 
E 12361 Q 36443 
L 4980.'\ Il 38637 
0 .t.64:~8 P 11311 

·11:\0:15 115097 

D :17985 T :1652:\ 
M :1820:1 .I :15817 
N :181:\7 C :18110 
T :\9107 C :1797 1 
.I :176:1.5 D ,1022S 
U ,l2288 H :17859 
I :16 176 N :l8121 
G :17996 \1 :15500 
C :lHS IS L' 4226:l 
H 4081:1 I :119·10 

:1871>5 :1773:l2 

Twe nty sources, identified by letters, were assigned 
to the 20 stations as shown 111 table 2. Once the 
so urces were assigned to the s tations for the first 
ru n , the wheel was started and 5 min counts made at 
eac h st ation giving a count somewhat over 200,000. 
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Five revolutions of the wheel were made without dis
turbing the sources. The five revolutions with short. 
stops makes for a more equitable sampling o[ the back
ground and machine performance during the time 
required for a run . 

At the conclusion of the first run, the sources 
were transferred to new assigned stations and another 
five revolutions made . The sources were again sh ifted 
for the third run. The station assignments are such 
as to make possible the intercomparison of any s tation 
with the other nine stations in its group without intro
ducing differences between the sources. Counts were 
recorded for each 5 min period. The five counts were 
s ummed and diminished by one million and the re
mainders entered in table 2. These coded values 
are all that is needed because the calculations involve 
differences between the entries in table 2. Naturally 
the raw data re Hec t the combin ed effects of sources 
and positions. Thus the simple average of the three 
A counts in vo lves any effects associated with station 
9,5, and 13. Simi larly th e average o[ the three counts 
recorded [or station 6 depends on the values for 
so urces P. K, andF'. The merit of the design rests 
in the ease with which the effects associated with 
individual station and sources can be di se ntangled. 

Tables 3 and 4 show specimen computations for 
source A and station No.6 in the first group of 10. 
The adjustmen t for a source is made up of quantities 
obtained by taking differences between sources within 
the sa me stat ion. Station effects are therefore not 
present. Sim il arly, stat ions are evalu ated by taking 
differences bet ween stations us ing the same source, 
and source effects are thereby eliminated. As a 
datum, or reference point, the average of all 30 counts 
is used . The computed adjustments are added or 
subtracted from this grand average. This gives, 
on the one hand , adjusted estimates for sources as 
t hough there were no differences he t ween whee l sta· 
tions: and equally adjusted values for s tation s as 
though 10 ide ntical sources had been avai lable to 
compare the stations. 

TABI.E 3. C([lculation of' adjustments to obsen'ed va lues for SOUln', 
lJsing sourer A as an example 

9 2A Q - " ~ HI2<\4 -:l.S7:l0 -' 1:1OY6 ~ 2118 
S :!A - 1. - 0 = 7~:i(J2 - ~t)092 - <l:nll =- 17:!.11 

J:l 2A - [ - p ~ 7<)752 - 111:12 -'1062:\ ~ - 2:10:1 

I 
17 
14 
6 

18 
2 

Total =- 17046 

Multiply total by ~ix a ~ - 102S76 

K + 0-2B~42S58 + 4291 1 -70646~ 148n 
Q + L-Ill ~36856 + 4'J80:,-77274 ~ 9:185 
E + Q - 2F ~ 42361 +:1644:1-78102~ 702 
p + " - 2F ~37720+ 44580 - 7%44~ 2656 
O- P - lI{ ~ 46438 " 41:\11-8:\o70 ~ c167Y 
L + E - IR ~50654-42:184 - 807,,0 ~ 12288 

Total below douhle line =- S804;~ 
Divide hy 40 = Adjustment =- 14S1 
Add grand average of .10 

counts 
Adjusted value for A 

-l11SH 
~ :\9807 

" The fU('tHI" "six" is ob tained by inspt"('l ion to insu re that each leiter o(,(,llr~ ('qtHllly uft(,l1 

with J minu s sign when the s ummation is made . 



TABLE 4. Calculation of adjustments to observed values for stations 
using station No.6 as an example 

Source 

P 
K 
F 

R 
E 
o 
A 
Q 
B 

S tat ions 

2[6] - [13] - [ 18] = 75440 - 40623 - 4 1311 = - 6494 
2[6] - [ 1] - [ 9] = 89 160 - 42558 - 43096 = 3506 
2[6] - [14] - [10] = 79644 - 3905 1- 40506 = 87 

Total = - 2901 

Multiply total by s ix =- 17406 

[ 18] + [ LO]-2[ 2J = 41535 + 41 525- 80750 = 2310 
[ 13] +[ 14] - 2[ 2] = 41432+42361 -84768 = - 975 
[ 18] + [ J] -2[ 5]=46438 + 42911 - 85422 = 3927 

~ 9j + ~ 1 3l-2[ 5 j = 40622 + 39876 - 74592= 5906 
9 + 14 - 2[17 =35730 +36443-73712 = - 1539 

10 + I -2[17 = 36471+35323-77274= -5480 

Total below double line 
Divide by 40 = Adjustment 
Add grand average of 30 counts 
Adjusted value for station No.6 

=-13257 
-33 1 
4 1258 

= 40927 

TABLE 5. Adjustments to station and source values and comparison 
with unadjusted values 

Station Station Adjusted Unadj. a Source Source Adjusted Unadj,lJ 
number adjustment value value numbe r adjustment value valu e 

Expe riment I 

1 - 1608 39650 40264 A - 1451 39807 d 39265 
2 + 461 41719 44471 B - 4341 36917 36810 
5 - 1774 39484 43033 E +499 4 1756 42059 
6 -33 1 40927 ' 40707 F - 1570 39688 39793 
9 - 208 41050 39816 K + 2869 44127 434 11 

LO + 555 41813 39501 L + 8785 50043 49850 
13 +355 4161 3 40644 0 +3314 44Sn 44020 
14 + 91 41349 39285 P - 1957 39301 39885 
17 +733 41991 41765 Q -5120 36 138 36343 
18 + 1727 42985 43095 R - 1027 40231 41145 

Averages. ................ 41258 41258 . ..... .. . 41258 41258 

Experiment II 

3 -371 37676 37642 C +33 38080 38566 
4 - 1104 36943 36430 0 +557 38604 38509 
7 + 142 38189 37719 G - 860 37187 37234 
8 + 1228 39275 40174 H + 1161 39208 38778 

II + 1024 39071 38878 I -2906 35 141 35536 
12 -940 37 107 39154 J - 1169 36878 37123 
15 + 77 38124 36677 M +205 38252 37373 
16 - 1163 36884 37053 N -576 37471 37176 
19 + 293 38340 38856 T - 867 37 180 37513 
20 + 814 3886 1 37890 U + 4423 42470 42664 

Averages. 38047 38047 38047 38047 

a The unadjusted value is the average of the three observed counts (table 2) for the 
s tation. 

h The unadjusted value is the average of the three observed counts (table 2) on the source. 
{. Taken from table 4. 
d Taken from table 3. 

No adjustments are required for the run totals 
because the effects of all 10 sources and all 10 sta
tions are present in every run. Unavoidably everyone 
of the 30 counts is subject to the counting error and 
any unequalized drifts in background or counting 
electronics. The adjusted values shown in table 5 
are the best es timates of source and station charac
teristics. We can us e these adjusted values, together 
with the run averages , to compute an ideal table. In 
table 6 every actual count is replaced by an "ideal" 
value. 
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TABLE 6. "Ideal"' values calculated using best estimates for 
stations and sources 

Run number Run number 
Station Station 

No. No. 
I II III I II III 

I 42222 35355 43216 3 37527 38902 36495 
2 50207 40738 42469 4 36013 37817 35460 
5 42501 38079 48521 7 36968 38282 37908 
6 38673 43842 39609 8 43344 39077 38!O1 
9 39302 35976 44171 II 38750 38571 39314 

10 37175 40289 41038 12 37310 42199 37954 
13 41814 39702 40414 15 36910 35887 37234 
14 39482 41893 36481 16 37691 36693 36775 
17 36574 50822 37902 19 35080 39042 42449 
18 41661 46345 41280 20 37338 40691 35641 

The "ideal" values are obtained by combining the 
calculated adjustment for the station, the source 
and the run and adding the result to the grand average. 
The "ideal" value for the count obtained for source 
K in station 1 in run 1 is obtained by taking from table 
5 the station adjustment (- 1608): the source adjust
ment (+ 2869): the run adjustment (- 297). The run 
adjustment is the difference between the grand average 
(table 5) and the run 1 average (table 2). The net 
adjustment, (2869-1608-297) or 964 when added to 
the grand average, 41258, gives the "ideal" value 
of 42222 for this observation. The discrepancies 
between the actual counts and these "ideal" values 
computed from the best estimates are a measure of 
the errors involved. 

Table 7 lists the differences between the observed 
counts and the "ideal" values computed using the 
best estimates for sources, stations and runs. These 
best estimates impose 21 constraints on the data 
leaving nine degrees of freedom available for the esti
mation of error. The two error variances should be 
compared with the error variances listed in table 8 
which were obtained by the computer using unrounded 
numerical values. The average count is about 
1 040000. Assuming the Poisson distribution the 
error variance should equal the mean count. Both 
estimates of error slightly exceed theory but are well 
within the limits that can be expected for estimates 
based on just nine degrees of freedom. Evidently 
the plan of work and equipment gave data which were 
close to the theoretical Poisson error. 

The mean squares shown in table 8 provide the 
means for judging whether the data provide convincing 
evidence of differences among the wheel stations. 
The ratio of the mean square for adjusted positions 
to the error mean square is the familiar statistic OF. 
This ratio is 2.24 for experiment 1 and 1.44 for experi
ment 2. Both ratios are less than the 90 percent value 
(2.44) tables for nine degrees of freedom for both 
numerator and denominator. The fact that both mean 
squares do exceed the error mean square does suggest 
there may be small differences among the stations too 
small to be conclusively detected in these experiments. 
If these possible station differences are ignored, there 
would result some small increase in the error variance 
associated with the source averages. 



TABLE 7. Differences between observed counts and calculated values 
shown in table 6 

Exper iment I Experiment 2 

Run number Run number 
S tati o n Stat jon 

Nu. Nu. 
I II III I II III 

I -336 32 305 3 -890 917 -28 
2 - 447 363 85 4 742 -386 - 3.,7 
5 - 2 10 783 - 57 1 7 .'8 145 - 202 
6 953 -738 - 213 8 - 96 -30 127 
9 - 1320 246 1075 II -23 936 - 911 

10 704 - 217 - 487 12 -6 - 89 % 
13 382 - 921 .0.18 15 1177 -289 - 887 
14 43 1 - 468 38 16 28 - 1303 1275 
17 - 282 1019 - 735 19 - 411 227 186 
18 126 - 93 - 31 20 -578 - 122 701 

Sum of 
sq uare d 10 139 049 10 951 000 
diffe re nces 

Divide by 9 
Enol' I 126 56 1 I 216 778 
variance 

TABLE 8. Mean sqaares Jrom analysis oj variance 

Mean square 
Variance Degrees of 

suurce rreedom 
Experime nt I Expe rim e nt 2 

Run s 2 768 160 3 353 392 
U nadj . s ta tions 9 9 277 905 4 290 006 
Adju ::t. s tatio ns 9 2 526 719 I 754 738 
Unadj . sources 9 46 227 069 10 549 753 
Adjusl. sources 9 39 475 883 8 0 14 484 
Error variance 9 I 126 560 I 216 778 

TABLE 9. Analysis oj variance ignoring stations 

Mea n squ are 
It em Degrees f recdvlll 

Experim e nt I Experime nt II 

Run s 2 768 160 3 352 392 
Sources 9 46 227 069 10 549 75:1 
Error 18 I 826 640 I 485 758 

In fact if it be assumed that the sources were as
signed at random to the stations, the analysis of 
variance would appear as shown in table 9. The 
small increase in the error variance results from not 
correcting for the very small differences between 
stations. 

Another way to make clear the minor contribution 
to error made by stations is to look at the amount by 
which the adjusted count for a station djffers from the 
average count for all stations. The "adjusted" 
counts are adjusted to allow for the fact that different 
sources were usually in differ ent stations. The dif
ferences are shown as percentages in table 10 and 
plotted in figure 6. The differ ences are of the order 
of one tenth of a percent which is quite reasonable 
for the counts available . The graph gives just a hint 
of a region of high values and a region of low values. 
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TABLE 10. Percent by which stations differ Fom average station 

S tatio/1 and Ilt'n'enl Statiun a lld IwnT nl 

O.I !l4 III - II.(IS:l :1 0.11:1., 11 (UI')I 
- ,()44 1:1 -.1J:l4 4 .i()f> 15 - .IH I7 

. 170 1·1 - ,OOt) 7 - .11 14 II> . II :! 

.Inl 17 -.0711 H - . IIH I') -.1I2H 
,020 IH - . 166 II - J)<)t) I _C_'II_~ 

Further study of the mean squares in table 8 reveals 
a mu ch larger mean square for sources in experiment I 
than in experiment II. Source L, which is 0.844 per· 
cent above the average of all sources is largely respon
sible. No other source differs as much as half a 
percent from th e average source. The three largest 
de viations in experime nt I are 0.844, 0.492, and 
0.417. In experiment II the three largest deviations 
are 0.426, 0.279 , and 0.113. Apparently experiment I 
happened to get the sources that de viated most from 
th e average, whereas experime nt II got sources that, 
on the whole, gave so mewhat lower counts than those 
forming experime nt I. Thi s state of affairs is plainly 
re vealed in figure 7. This is not to impl y great varia
tion among the sources. All but one of the 20 so urces 
fell in the range of 1 035 000 to 1 045 000 for the ir 
co unts. The unadju s ted co unts are very similar to 
the adjusted counts because th ere was so littl e dif
fere nce among the s tations. In no case is the dif
ference between observed and adjusted count as mu ch 
as 1000. 

There re mains a re mark about the mea n squares 
found for runs. If the tota l ex pos ure time re main ed 
the same for each run and the count ing apparatu s 
maintained performance, th en the mean square for 
runs should approximate the mean square for error. 

I- Q20 z 
w 0.15 u 
0:: 
w 0.10 
<L 

~ 
0 .05 

w 0.00t--\7'-----~._~f'_<;--_I__\_____:JF=./_-_\_--_l 
U 
Z -0.05 
w 
0:: -0.10 
w 
~ -0.15 

o -0. 20 0~~-'-..J.....-L..-7 ....... ---J'--'--..I-7!:_-L..--'----.J.---J'--l,_..I-..I--'--'-~ 

F IGURE 6. Difference oj each wheel station Jrom wheel average, 
expressed in percent. 
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ADJUSTED COUNTS 

FIGURE 7. Adjusted counts Jor sources . 



The somewhat larger mean square [or runs in experi
ment II is without significance_ The mean square 
would have to exceed the error mean square by a 
factor larger than four to suggest a real difference 
between runs. 

The use of these "incomplete block" designs is 
not without a certain pnce. The original application 
of these designs was in agricultural field trials_ If a 
large number of varieties of wheat are under com
parison it is c lear that a block of 20 plots req uires 
a large area of ground. Some of the plots will be at 
considerable distances from each other and may en
counter s ubstantial differences in the soil. Experience 
showed that comparisons between widely separated 
plots are subject to greater errors than comparisons 
between nearby plots. The basic idea back of the 
incomplete block scheme was to take advantage of 
the very substantial reduction in experimental error 
that came from using small blocks. The redu c tion 
in error far outweighed the additional mathematics. 
The indirect comparisons are not as effec ti ve as direct 
comparisons, and therefore result in a low er efficiency. 
The efficiency of the design used in this work is ap
proximately 70 percent. This may be translated into 
the following terms . The standard error for the 
average of three co unts with the block design is about 
that which would be associated with the average of 
two eounts without this design. 

In agriculture the sizable reductions in error which 
resulted from using s mall bloc ks outweighed the loss 
in efficiency. The present experimen t affords an 
interesting example where the reduction in error 
achieved by eliminating position contributions is 
relatively slight. On the basis of the error variances 
given in tables 8 and 9 the variance is increased from 
1.l7 to 1.66 million when the position effect is left in. 
Dividing 1.17 by two and 1.66 by three gives 0.586 X I ()6 
and 0.552X [()6_ respeetively , as the variance for the 
source averages. All this effort would appear to 
have been to no avail. 

One important consequence did eome from the use 
of the design. The design made it possible to evalu
ate the station effeets using the same data that were 
collected to calibrate the sources. Evidence was 
obtained that the wheel stations are very closely 
identical. Actually there is no need to take account 
of wheel stations unless considerably greater counts 
are taken . In that event the contribution arising from 
station differences will be relatively more important. 
It should be pointed out that if the stations had dif
fered by about as much as the source_ the precision 
gained by correcting for station effects would have 
been impressive. Obviously if stations differed as 
much as sources, discrimination between the sources 
becomes impossible. In this event the adjustment 
for source effects would save the day provided a 
design was used that makes such an adjustmen t 
possible. 

An exacting test was made of the effectiveness of 
the numerical adjustments by purposely introd ucing 
substantial biases into the wheel s tations. Single 
cardboard shims were placed under the so urces (fi g. 4) 
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on five of the 20 stations, so as to increase the source
to-detec tor distance. Two shims were placed on five 
other stations, three shims on still another five stations 
and the remaining five stations were left without shims. 
The stations were picked at random in allocating the 
shims. The shim s s tayed on the stations throughout 
the experim e nt. 

Twenty sources were placed on the wheel and the 
same procedure used as before. In this ease three 
revolutions of the wheel constit1lted a run. The 
average count per source (and station) per run (so urces 
remaining in their stations) was 318391. The average 
total count per source (and station) for three runs 
was three times 318391, or 955173. 

TABLE 11. Comparison of sources using biased wheel 
Each source and station expressed as a ratio to the average sourCt' and s tat ioll. 

Sec tiun A Sect iun B 
-- ... _- -J- 1--- - 6 -~-.I 8 2 :1 4 5 ~ 

~ - - --
Suurce ~ia~ed sta tions J . j)iA', Biased s tation s D;ff. Nil bias S\N~:~n r------i l)(~reefll I-'ere!:fll 

Exp', I Exp', II Exp'\ I Exp', II 
---,-- --. --- -- -- --- ._- ---

K 1.0006 1.0000 1.0024 - 0.24 I 1.0198 1.0219 - 0.21 
L 1.0016 0.9998 1.0030 - .32 2 0.9827 0.9810 .17 
0 1.0005 1.0002 0.9964 .38 5 1.0081 1.0087 - .06 
P 0.9997 1.0012 .9986 .26 6 1.0087 1.0055 .32 
A 1.0029 1.0073 1.0065 .08 9 0.9795 0.9818 - .23 
B 0.9989 1.0000 0.9987 . ; 3 ]0 1.0064 1.0084 -.20 
E 1.0015 0.9996 1.0020 - .24 13 0.9928 0 .9905 .23 
F 0.9980 .9972 0.9992 - .20 14 1.0064 1.0070 -.06 
Q 1.0005 .9984 .9981 .03 17 1.0210 1.0190 .20 
R 1.0014 1.0014 1.0011 .03 18 0.9797 0.9821 -.24 

,VI 0.9987 0.9990 1.0005 - 0.1 5 3 1.0182 1.01 73 0.09 
N .9986 .9995 0.9987 .08 4 0.9923 0 .9927 - .04 
T 1.0029 1.0059 1.0043 .16 7 .9806 .9812 -.06 
U 0.9966 O,tJ970 0.9966 .04 8 1.0184 1.016.5 .19 
C .9964 .9t)77 ,9lJ83 - .06 II 0.9952 0.9942 .10 
0 1.0011 1.0016 ,9<)78 .38 12 .9919 .9924 -.05 
G 0.9992 J.(XI07 .9993 .14 15 1.01 73 1.01 54 .19 
H .9968 0.9956 ,!J965 - .09 16 1.0055 1.0076 - .21 
I 1.0041 1.0020 1.0035 - .15 19 0.9815 0.9848 -.33 
J 1.0000 0.9957 0.9985 - .28 20 .9940 .9920 .20 

The above ex periment was repeated and the rela
tive values of sources and stations computed. Table 11 
lists the results of these computations. The entries in 
section A of the table show each source as a ratio to 
the average source and in section B show each station 
as a ratio to the average station. The difference be
tween the stations with no shims and those with three 
shims is nearlY ,4 percent. In spite of these biases 
introduced into the wheel the adjusted values of the 
sources (col. 3 'and 4) agree with the ratios obtained 
in another trial using the wheel without shims (col. 2). 
No adjustments were made for the ratios in column 2, 
the wheel statioris being assumed to be without bias . 
In fact very slight ,biases do exist as shown in the 
preceding stu dy, ': " " , 

The average magnitude bf the twenty differences 
between the paired estimafes for the sources is 0.172 
percent and for the st'a'tions is 0,.169 percent. Each 
estimate is based on about 950 000 counts. As s tated 
earlier. the price of using ' the experimental design 
that makes possible the adjustment for the effect of 
sta tion s_ is a certain loss in efficiency. In this case 
the efficiency is about 70 percent so that the effective 



('ount is 950 000 x 0.70 or 66.5 000. The squ are root 
of 665 000 is 8 16. tll ere fore th e eX/leeted s tandard 
deviation of an es ti m ate of a so urce is 816/665 000 or 
0.1 23 percent. The expected average (ftj!erence he· 
twee n two meas ureme nts eac h wit h s tandard devia tion 
0. 123 is obtained by multiplyin g by 2/ 7r or 1. 128. 
The theoretical average differe nce, 0.123 X 1.128= 0.14 
is only s li ghtl y less than the experim e ntal average 
diffe re nce. 

The good concordance be twee n expe riments I and II 
confirms the error as caleu/ated from the s tatistical 
analysis on the separate experimen ts. Th ese errors 
were 0.15 and 0.14 percent. respec tively. The eva lua· 
tion of the sources is confirmed by the two experiments 
and the evaluation of the experimental error is also 
confirmed by the paired comparisons . 

Because sources are compared by taking ratios of 
counts, the whole statistical analysis was re peated 
us ing the logarithms of the observed count s. The 
analys is of variance and the adjustments in th e fir st 
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analysis were mad e uSlJ1 g diffe re nces rathcr th an 
rat ios, because of the neal' ide ntiti es of both so urces 
and stations. The analysis usi ng logar ithm s did not 
alter any of the conclusions. Fortunat e ly the count s 
were large and varied over a very small ra nge. Over 
this range the logar;thms are acceptably proportional 
to the counts so that the effect of using logar ithm s was 
just that of changing units . 
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